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Management Summary

1.1 Global Objectives:

This projects task has been to coordinate activities among the RODOS
Atmospheric Dispersion sub-group A participants (1) - (8), with the
overall objective of developing and integrating an atmospheric
transport and dispersion module for the joint European Real-time On-
line DecisiOn Support system RODOS headed by FZK (formerly KfK),
Germany.

The projects final goal is the establishment of a fully operational,
system-integrated atmospheric transport module for the RODOS
system by year 2000, capable of consistent now- and forecasting of
radioactive airborne spread over all types of terrain and on all scales
of interest, including in particular complex terrain and the different
scales of operation, such as the local, the national and the European
scale.

For the reporting contracting period (1.9.92 to 30.6.95), the main
achievements and tasks is summarized under 1.2 Achievements below.

Reference to enclosed individual progress report provided by partner
No. x is indicated by (x).

Extensive documentation has been prepared, cf. point 7. below:
RODOS(A) DOCUMENTATION PROFILE.

Extensive lists of publications are furthermore included in the
individual partners progress reports (l)-(8).

Copies of the listed RODOS A documents can be obtained on request
from the coordinator.
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1 Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark
Objectives for the Reporting Period (Ris0)

Progress Achieved Including Publications (Ris0)

Torben Mikkelsen

1.1 Atmospheric Dispersion Model Chain

Task: Establishment of a comprehensive and consistent atmospheric
dispersion module (covering all scales)

Integrated Near-Range Atmospheric Dispersion Model Chain

Task: Near range flow and dispersion model chain, inch met-pre-
processors

A new and comprehensive real-time flow and dispersion model chain
has been established in order to complement the existing RODOS near-
range (0-20 km) dispersion model ADSTEP (a segmented Gaussian
plume model), consisting of the following codes and modules (the
number in parenthesis refer to the partner(s) providing code and
documentation):

PAD - a meteorological preprocessor provided by ENE (4),

MCF - a hilly terrain mass consistent wind model provided by GRS (8)

LINCOM - an extremely fast "wind over hilly terrain" wind model (1)

RIMPUFF - a real-time atmospheric dispersion puff model by Ris0 (6),
including a new gamma dose module (Version R.3.0) (9).

Preparation of Modules

Task: Coordination of model structure and data flow in codes for
integration in RODOS-ASY

The near-range model chain (1.1) has been internally integrated with
respect to data flow and file transfer, and has been tested as a stand
alone system on PC platforms. (Ref.: RODOS(A)-TN(95)4;
RODOS(A)-TN(95)3).

Availability status: all near-range modules (in Fortran code) is available
to RODOS partners.

System Integration under RODOS

Task: UNIX system integration in RODOS-ASY: "Kernel" system-
integration of the atmospheric dispersion sub-module within the
RODOS-UNIX environment, beginning with the near-range atmosheric
model chain.

Lead responsibility for the specific RODOS system integration of the
model chain (to reside within the UNIX system sub-module RODOS
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ASY) was transferred from FZK to Ris0 in May 1995. A system-
specific RODOS-ASY modular integration of the RIMPUFF code is
progressing and is expected to be completed by end 1995.

Stand-Alone Model System for Complex Terrain

Task: DEMOKRITOS (7) provides a "stand-alone" near-range model
system for severe complex terrain. Output data integration with RODOS
ASY.

Near-Range Complex Terrain-Stand alone DEMOKRITOS System

Complex terrain models from the DEMOKRITOS system (ADREA,
DELTA and DIPCOT) have been prepared for RODOS system
integration (7).

Long-Range Model System

Task: Specification of a long-range modelling capability for RODOS:

Suitable models for Meso (national scale) and Long (European scale)
range dose assessments have been identified: (3DRAW (U.K); MATCH
(S); DERMA (DK) and DREAM (DK)

The Swedish MATCH model have been selected for (stand-alone)
integration during the 4. EU frame work program, where it will be
adapted for long range applications including backfitting procedures in
connection with on-line data transfer a numerical weather data to
RODOS.

A coupling of the near-range model outputs to long range model inputs
has been established and tested, see (1).

1.2 Meteorological Data

Task: The RODOS atmospheric dispersion subgroup has been con-
cerned with incorporation of on-line numerical weather forecast data in
the model chain.

Local (On-Site) Weather Stations

Task: To integrate local wind and stability data from (on-site) weather
stations.

This feature has been tested used extensively during the simulation of
field experiments, but a need for a more general pre-preprocessor for
such data of various quality has emerged, and will result in a proposal
for study contract during the 4. Frame Work Program (EU).

On-Line Access to Forecast Data Available at National Weather
Services

Task: Establishment of a data protocol/interface to European scale
Numerical Weather Forecast (NWF) data.
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On-Line Data Transfer from a Numerical Weather Forecast (NWF)
Center

Task: Provision for on-line data transfer to serve the RODOS model
chains on both local and long range.

Experience has been gained with on-line data transfer from numerical
weather forecast (NWF) centers: The operational weather forecast
center at DMI have provided additional weather data for the period Sep
8. - 21. '93. Further, DMI is now daily transferring forecast data to the
Danish Nuclear Emergency Center.

DMI and Ris0 has furthermore assessed data transfer requirements for
an operational RODOS center supplied by on-line numerical weather
information on the Europeran scale. The concept is found suitable for
realtime on-line connection. Ref. (1) and (5).

1.3 Experimental

Task: To provide RODOS with full-scale diffusion data sets of high
temporal and spatial resolution suitable for evaluation of real-time
dispersion modes on all scales. Also to provide real-time diffusion data
suitable for training and education including accident simulations.

Extensive experimental evaluation have been undertaken by comparing
the near range model results with data from atmospheric diffusion
experiments, both regarding the near range models themselves and also
by using the model chain to transfer dispersion to the long-range
modules, ref. (1).

The Near-Range "MADONA" Experiments

Task: Provision of detailed evaluation experimental data from dis-
persion experiments.

Real-time experimental data of high spatial and temporal detail has been
obtained during the 1992 MADONA experiments, see (1). All measured
data is set available via CD-ROM media and the data sets have been
prepared for uncertainty and training acquaintance in connection with
the near range atmospheric dispersion model chain, see (1).

Graphical Training Facility using the MADONA CD-ROM Data
Base

Task: Provision of graphical training facilities for atmospheric dis-
persion.

Ris0 group has been involved in the provision of a Meteorological
Graphical User-Interface for the MADONA data base.

This activity involved coordination and integration of computer codes
and experimentally obtained dispersion data (MADONA), with special
consideration on quality assured and user-friendliness with codes and
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data bases, establishment of interactive menus and interactive graphical
systems, see (1) and (6).

Evaluation Experiments Long Range (ETEX)

Task: To provide real-time dispersion data on the National/European
scale and to compare and select suitable long range models for
RODOS.

Several partners (1), (5), (6) including Swedish associates (SMHI) have
participated in the ETEX long-range experiments (October 1994).

Also a atmospheric dispersion modelling "functional" exercise was held
at Rid0 in June '95 for evaluation of the Nordic countries different long
range modelsbased on the ETEX-1 data set, see (1).

1.4 Data Assimilation and Backfitting Activities

Task: Make provision for the use of data assimilation and back-fitting
techniques in order to integrate on-line radiological measurements and
for post-accidental source term determination. In particular to prepare
the model chains (both near range and long range) for "on the fly"
backfitting and data assimilation methods.

The group has obtained experience with both backfitting and with data
assimilation via different projects during the reporting contacting
period.

Data Assimilation with Rimpuff - Version UoL.

A version of RIMPUFF has been developed by RODOS partner UoL
that accommodates data assimilation to real-time radiological ob-
servations based on Bayesian statistical methods.

Source Determination

A version of RIMPUFF was used by Russian JSP-1 partners at SPA-
TYPHOON, Obninsk for source term determination during the Tomsk -
7 accident,, see (1) for references.

1.5 Uncertainty Measures

Task: To assess, and even more important, to communicate
uncertainties associated with atmospheric dispersion prediction - on the
different scales, times typographies, forecasting periods etc.

Presentation of Uncertainty in Long-Range Particle Models

In connection with the long-range particle model 3DRAW, partner (2)
has demonstrated the use of color-coding the graphical displays of
particle positions in the 3DRAW model according to uncertainty.

Effects of Orography (2)
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Partner (2) has also estimated the enhancements in wet-deposition
introduced by underlaying orography.

1.6 Quality Assurance and Version Control of Code

Task: To maintain quality assurance and version control of codes and
dataflow in the atmospheric model chains

First RIMPUFF Benchmark (Ref. RODOS DOC)

A first RIMPUFF workshop on "Quality Assurance and Version
Control" was held at Ris0 in January 1995, see (1) and (6). Version
control of RODOS software reside by code authors to the extent
possible.

Automated Software and Code Control

Partners from IMPCOL have initiated an automatic procedure for
quality assuring of RODOS codes, see (2).

1.7 Rodos(A) Documentation

Extensive documentation has been prepared, cf. 1) RODOS(A) included
below, and 2) references included by individual partners in the including
progress reports by partners (1 )-(9).

Minutes of Meetings

RODOS(A)-MN(93)1. Final version 12. March 1993.
Subgroup meeting: Coordinator/DMI (sent to DMI, KfK, Typhoon).

RODOS(A)-MN(93)2. Final version 1. July 1993.
Subgroup meeting: Coordinator/GRS.

RODOS(A)-MN(93)3. Final version 16. August 1993.
Subgroup meeting: Coordinator/PSI.

RODOS(A)-MN(93)4. Final version 21. December 1993.
Subgroup meeting: Coordinator/SMHI.

RODOS(A)-MN(94)1. Final version 13. February 1994.
Subgroup meeting: Coordinator/GRS.

RODOS(A)-MN(94)2. Final version 4. March 1994.
Subgroup meeting: Coordinator/IAE-Poland.

RODOS(A)-MN(94)3. Final version 22. December 1994.
Sub-group meeting:
Coordinator/KfK/GRS/AERI/GEO-Switzerland.

RODOS(A)-TN(94)2. Final version 6. May 1994.
Liste der globalen Parameter im Modell MCF. K. Massmeyer, GRS

RODOS(A)-TN(94)3. Draft 1. September 1994.
HIRLAM-RIMPUFF data format. Jens Havskov S0rensen, DMI.
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RODOS(A)-TN(94)4. Draft 8. September 1994.
Specification of Input Parameters for the RODOS version of RIMPUFF.
S0ren Thykier-Nielsen, Ris0

RODOS(A)-TN(94)5. Draft 17. November 1994.
Kurzbeschreibung des deuch-französischen Model für die atmos-
phärische Ausbreitung in Unfallsituationen, Reinhard, Martens, Klauss
Massmeyer, Klaus Nester and Horst Schnadt.

RODOS(A)-TN(94)6. Draft 12. December 1994.
Speficications for RIMPUFF Benchmark. S0ren Thykier-Nielsen, Ris0.

RODOS(A)-TN(95)1. Final version 8. May 1995.
First International Benchmark for RIMPUFF: Questionaires and
describtion of model versions; Ris0, February 2-3 1995.
S0ren Thykier-Nielsen and Torben Mikkelsen.

RODOS(A)-TN(95)2. Final Version 8. May 1995. First RIMPUFF
Version Control and Benchmark Test: Collection of Papers and
Overheads Presented during the 1. International RIMPUFF Benchmark
held at Ris0, February 2-3 1995. S0ren Thykier-Nielsen and Torben
Mikkelsen.

RODOS(A)-TN(95)3. Draft version 30. September 1995.
Rodos System: Analyzing subsystem ASY: Atmospheric Dispersion
Module RIMPUFF Version R3.0 user's guide. S0ren Thykier-Nielsen,
Sândor Deme and Torben Mikkelsen.

RODOS(A)-TN(95)4. Draft version 30. September 1995. The RODOS
Near-range Atmospheric Dispersion Model Chain PAD/MCFA
LINCOM/RIMPUFF/ADSTEP: Specification of Data Structure and
Data flow Requirements by Torben Mikkelsen and S0ren Thykier-
Nielsen.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)1. Final version March 30, 1994.
ERCOFTAC workshop on: Database for evaluating numerical
simulation of dispersion behind buildings: Full scale studies of building
effects on plume dispersion from an elevated non-buoyant continuous
release.
Hans E. J0rgensen, Torben Mikkelsen, Per L0fstr0m, Erik Lyck, Hans
Erbrink and Rudy Schölten.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)2. Final version 1. August 1994.
Short-term Prediction of Local Wind Conditions. Lars Landberg and
Simon Watson (Boundary-Layer Meteorology 70: 171-195, 1994).

RODOS(A)-RP(94)3. Final version 20. August 1994.
Calculation of Atmospheric Boundary Layer Height based on DMI-
HIRLAM.
Jens Havskov S0rensen, Alix Rasmussen and Henrik Svensmark.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)4. Final version 22. September 1994.
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Atmospheric Dispersion at a Nuclear Power plant Building:
- a tracer experimental evaluation. R.D.A. Scholten, J.J. Erbrink, A. van
Melle, H.E. J0rgensen, T. Mikkelsen, E. Lyck, P. L0fstr0m and T.
Ellermann. Joint KEMA/RIS0/NERI Report 158 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)5. Draft October 6 1994.
Report from the NKS (Nordic Nuclear Safety Research) Program 1990-
1993.
Medium- to long-rangeatmospheric "realtime" transportation and dis-
persion models in use in the Nordic Countries. Editor Ulf Tveten.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)6. Final version 31 October 1994.
Analysis and Prognosis of Radiation Exposure Following the Accident
at the Siberian Chemical Combine Tomsk-7.

S.M. Vakulovski, V.M. Shershakov, R.V. Borodin, O.I. Vozzhennikov,
Ya.I. Gaziev, V.S. Kosykh, K.P. Makhon'ko, and V.B. Chumichev.
Ris0-R-Report No. 75O(EN), 47 pp.

Technical Notes

RODOS(A)-TN(93)1. Draft 1. September 1993.
List of regional scale forecast data requirements from National Weather
Services, by Torben Mikkelsen, Ris0.

RODOS(A)-TN(93)2. Final version 22 April 1993.
On methods to calculate the divergence of a flow within MCF by Klaus
Massmeyer, GRS, Koln.

RODOS(A)-TN(93(3. Final version 1 September 1993.
Nordic NKS-BER1 Exercise June 21, 1993. Figures and fax-messages
distributed between participating Nordic Institutes by Alix Rasmussen
(DMI).

RODOS(A)-TN(93)4. Final version 22 September 1993.
Description of NORVIEW, the presentation standard for operational
nuclear accident dispersion models. Mika Salonoja and Ilkka Valkama,
Finnish Meteorological Institute, Helsinki.

RODOS(A)-TN(94)1. Final version 18 March 1994.
A strategy Note on Integration of Medium and Long-Range Dispersion
Models in RODOS - Data transfer requirements. Torben Mikkelsen,
Ris0 National Laboratory, Denmark.

RODOS(A)-RP(93)1 Final version 3 February 1993.
Langner, J., C. Persson and L. Robertson (1993). The Chernobyl
accident: A case study of dispersion of l37Cs using high resolution
meteorological data. SMHI report 8 pp + 7 figures.

RODOS(A)-RP(93)2. Final version 8 March 1993.
The DMI Operational HIRLAM Forecasting System. 8 pp.
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RODOS(A)-RP(93)3. Final version 22 March 1993.
Massmeyer, K. et al.: Regional flow fields in Northrhine Westfalia - a
case study comparing flow models of different complexity. In: Air Poll,
and its Application VIII (Plenum press), 8 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(93)4. Final version 4 April 1993.
Desiato, F. A long-range dispersion model evaluation study with
Chernobyl data. Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 26A, No. 15, pp 2805-
2840.

RODOS(A)-RP(93)5. Final version 1 August 1993.
Mikkelsen, T., RODOS: A comprehensive decision support system for
nuclear emergencies in Europe. ENVIRON News, Vol. 1., No. 3 June-
July 1993, pp 14-17.

RODOS(A)-RP(93)6. Final version 1 February 1993.
Bartzis, J.G. ADREA-1: A Three-Dimensional Finite Volume Transport
Code for Mesoscale Atmospheric Transport (Part I: The model
describtion, 73 pp. Part II: Code structure and users manual, 14 pp +
Appendix A-E).

RODOS(A)-RP(93)7. Final version 1 May 1993.
Thykier-Nielsen, S.S. Deme and E. Lang: Calculation Method for
Gamma-Dose Rates from Spherical Puffs. Ris0-R-692(EN), 26 pp, May
1993. Available on request from Ris0 Library, Ris0 National
Laboratory, P.O. Box 49, 4000-Roskilde, Denmark.

RODOS(A)-RP(93)8. Final version 31 December 1993.
Thykier-Nielsen, S., T. Mikkelsen and J.M. Santabarbara: Experimental
Evaluation and a PC-Based Real Time Dispersion Modelling System
For Accidental Releases in Complex Terrain. In: Proceedings from the
20th ITM on Air Pollution Modelling and Its Applications, Valencia,
Spain, December 1993. 8 pp. Plenum, NY (in press).

RODOS(A)-RP(94)7. Final version 31 Oktober 1994.
Vinddiagnosmodell byggd kring LINCOM. (In Swedish). Jan Burman
(FOA report D-94-00025-4.5-SE), 27 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)8. Final version 31 June 1995.
Calculation Method for Gamma Dose Rates from Gaussian Puffs.
S0ren Thykier-Nielsen, Sandor Deme and Edit Lang, Ris0-Report No.
775, 22 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)9. Final version 1 December 1994.
MADONNA: Diffusion Measurements of Smoke Plumes and of Smoke
Puffs. Torben Mikkelsen, Hans E. J0rgensen, Kenneth Nyren and
Jiirgen Streicher, 4 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)10. Final version 1 December 1994.
MADONA: On-site Real-time Turbulence Measurements. Torben
Mikkelsen and Hans E. J0rgensen, 4 pp.
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RODOS(A)-RP(94)11. Final version 1 December 1994.
MADONA: Real-time Diffusion Model Simulations. S0ren Thykier-
Nielsen, Torben Mikkelsen, Josep Moreno Santabarbara, David Ride,
Tim Higgs, and Harald Weber, 4 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(94)12. Final version 1 December 1994.
Using a Combination of Two Models in Tracer Simulation. (Ris0's
RIMPUFF and NERI's long-range Eulerian transport model - the
Chernobyl accident). J0rgen Brandt, Torben Mikkelsen, S0ren Thykier-
Nielsen and Zahari Zlatev, 22 pp.

RODOS(A)-RP(95)1. Final version 1 May 1995.
The High Resolution Data Set from Trial MADONA (Meteorology and
Dispersion over Non-Uniform Areas) CD-ROM VERSION 2.0.

D.J. Ride, T. Higgs, C. Biltoft, J.H. Byers, R.M. Cionco, C.G. Collins,
A.R.T. Hin, CD. Jones, P.E. Johansson, H.E. J0rgensen, W. aufm
Krampe, J.F. Kimber, T. Mikkelsen, M. Nordstrand, K. Nyren, H. van
Raden, R. Robson, J.M. Santabarbara, R. Sterkenberg, J.M. Streicher,
H. Weber.

Objectives for the Reporting Period

As coordinator for the Subgroup-A activities (Atmospheric Dispersion),
this partners contribution for the reporting period (1.9.92 to 30.6. 1995)
has mainly been:

• Model selection, model evaluation and model integration of a near-
range (0-20 km) atmospheric dispersion model chain in the RODOS-
system.

• Provision of real-time atmospheric diffusion data obtained from
full-scale atmospheric dispersion experiments and undertake their
subsequent integration in an RODOS compatible framework, in
order to enable RODOS users to obtain system acquaintance and
hands-on training experience based on realistic real-time dispersion
scenarios.

• Model selection and interfacing of a long-range atmospheric
dispersion chain for now and forecasting spread to longer (national
and European) scales. In this respect, to enable on-line system access
to weather stations and to forecast data available at national and
international weather services.

Progress Achieved Including Publications

Progress reported by partner No. 1 can be subdivided into the following
three main groups:

The Near and Long Range Model Chains

Under this heading, the first task of this partner has been concerned
with the interfacing and system integration of the local scale (0 - 20 km)
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atmospheric model chain consisting of: 1) preprocessor PAD, 2) flow
models LINCOM and MCF, and 3) dispersion model RIMPUFF,
previously selected for the RODOS decision support system.

A second task has been concerned with the selection and incorporating
of models for the long range atmospheric transport module, which can
calculate both now- and forecasts of trajectories and radioactive air-
borne spread on National and European scales.

A third activity has been concerned about interfacing the system to 1)
local (on-site) weather stations and 2) on-line data available at the
national weather services.

Experimental Evaluation and Training Module

A second category of activities, relating to experimental evaluation of
both the near-range and the long-range atmospheric flow and dispersion
models have been undertaken, based on data from controlled tracer
experiments obtained with high temporal and spatial resolution
measurements of puff and plume spread including wind fields.

Also the provision of a computer-based real-time training and
visualization software package "MAD-MOVIE" have been developed
and is available in a RODOS-compatible UNIX version based on full-
scale experimental data from the MADONA experiments.

Rimpuff Code Improvements and Implementation

A third activity has been to improve, interface and system integrate the
RIMPUFF code, including quality assurance and quality control,
hereunder benchmark testing and version control within the Subgroup
A participants. This activity has involved close collaboration with FZK
regarding model modifications and model improvements in order to
meet the system specifications, quality assurance and control laid out
for the RODOS system. A specific report regarding this activity is given
by partner No. 6, see enclosed.

1.8 The RODOS Atmospheric Dispersion Model Chain

Near-Range Atmospheric Model Chain, Evaluation

Model chain development and model evaluation (based on RODOS
models PAD/LINCOM/MCF/RIMPUFF) and intercomparison with
experimental data from the GUARDO, BOREX, MADONA and
BORSSELE is mainly reported by partner No. 6. Some more specific
topics regarding data transfer and long range modeling are however
included below.

Refs.: Thykier-Nielsen et al (1995a) and Thykier-Nielsen et al (1995b).

Near Range Model Chain: RIMPUFF Benchmark Test and Version
Control
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Specifications for a RIMPUFF Benchmark and general quality
assurance study were initiated by RODOS partners from UoL (Leeds-
UK) and were send out to relevant RIMPUFF users in December 1994.

The specifications included a call for a first International Benchmark
test of RIMPUFF, including also a questionnaires and description of
model versions.

A workshop meeting was subsequent held at Ris0 during the days of
February 2-3 1995.

Results: A general strategy for future version control and regular bench
marking of similar software was set up and has been reported in the
RODOS newsletter. In short the conclusion was: 1) Quality control of
code(s) is a common issue among all users, 2)Version control should
remain by the original model developers.

A collection of papers and overheads presented during the "1.
International RIMPUFF Benchmark" is available from Ris0.

Refs.: RODOS document files: RODOS(A)-TN(94)6; RODOS(A)-
TN(95); RODOS(A)-TN(95)2

Integration of On-Line Numerical Weather Forecast Data in
RODOS

In order to establish and test an on-line coupling of the RODOS to a
NWF weather forecast center, it was decided to establish 3 test
reference data sets data for distribution to participants.

The Danish Meteorological Institute (partner No. 5) have subsequently
provided numerical weather forecast data from their European scale
HIRLAM model covering the entire of Europe, including a large part of
Russia and the Atlantic Ocean.

Numerical weather data were "logged" on mass storage devised at DMI
during the following period: May 17. - 23. '93; July 8. - 21. '93 and Sep
8. - 21. '93 , and were subsequently distributed to RODOS subgroup-A
partner No. 7: DEMOKRITOS.

A strategy note on integration of medium and long range dispersion
models in RODOS, including data transfer requirements, was provided
by Mikkelsen (1994). It contains experience from the 1993 Ignalina-to-
Scandinavia sub-scale (1000 km). The report also describes the data
requirements for on-line transfer of numerical weather forecast data
required for driving RODOS near and long range dispersion models:
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ANALYSES DKV-HIRLAM Megabyte

OOUTC 0, + 3, + a6,..., + 36 HRS 13*6 Mbyte0 = 78 Mbyte

06 UTC 0, + 3, + 6 HRS 3*6 Mbyte = 18 Mbyte

12UTC 0, + 3, + 6,..., + 36 HRS 13*6 Mbyte = 78 Mbyte

18 UTC 0, + 3, + 6 HRS 3*6 Mbyte = 18 Mbyte

u Each time step contains approximately 6 Megabyte fully compressed
data including all levels and all variables.

Table 1.1. Data transfer requirements for a RODOS on-line connection
to the DK-HIRLAM Europe scale model: DKVJilRLAM (Version
November 1995): Table 1 shows the data transfer requirements based
on + 3 HRS time steps and including all the models 31 vertical layers
between ground and up to 20 km, based on a 23 km by 23 km horizontal
resolution and including all of the weather models primary variables
(horizontal winds, temperature, specific humidity) and several surface-
related variables such as topography, roughness, shear-stresses, heat
fluxes, pressure, soil temperature and wetness, precipitation and more.

Forecast Met-Data Transfer Time Estimates:

Peak load on data transfer will occur twice a day at: 00 UTC and 12
UTC. Then ~ 78 Mega bytes will have to be transferred. Example of
data transfer via a single-line 64 kbit/sec dedicated ISDN line:

78*l(f* 8 1*10'*
Transfer time = Hrs = Hrs = 2.7Hrs

64*10' * 3600 4*10'

Some possible reduction factors can later be introduced by, eg.:

a) Reducing the number of vertical layers (by Vi) and reducing the
horizontal area (by 2/3 say), cuts the data transfer time down to ~ 1
hr.

b) The use of multiple ISDN lines: reduction by factor of 2,4,.. are
possible. (For instance, with 4 dedicated parallel lines, which is
indeed feasible today, the transfer time reduces to ~ 1/4 Hr.)

A draft report on automatic provision of input data to near-range
models LINCOM and RMPUFF based on forecast data provided by
HIRLAM is being prepared by DMI.
Ref.: Mikkelsen (1994). See also progress report by partner No. 5
(DMI).
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The TOMSK-7 Accident (Dose Reconstruction)

Ris0 has assisted FZK by publishing a report in English on the
"Analysis and prognosis of radiation exposure following the accident at
the Siberian chemical combine Tomsk-7". The study, made by SPA-
TYPHOON , Obninsk, Russia, demonstrated the use of RIMPUFF as a
suitable tool for dose reconstruction and post-accident source strength
determination.
Ref.: Vakulovski et al. (1994).

New Near-Range Wind Flow Model LINCOM -T

A new version of the RIMPUFF wind model LINCOM has been
developed so that the model now responds to thermal effects such as
slope and valley breeze winds. This work has been done in
collaboration with Ph. D student Josep Moreno Santabarbara, ITEMA,
Barcelona.

By specifying a prescribed mean temperature field, the previous neutral
LINCOM code has been extended so it now responds to (to 1. order)
thermal stratification effects, such as daytime up-valley convection and
nighttime cold-air drainage flows.

The new code has been evaluated with wind measurements from the
MADONA experiments.
Refs.: Moreno et al. (1994) and Santabarbara et al. (1995).

1.9 Experimental Activities: Data for Model Evaluation

General Objective

To providing detailed experimental diffusion data suitable for real-time
modeling based on atmospheric diffusion experiments for various
ranges and sites, ranges, atmospheric stabilities, source types and
release scenarios. This activity implies integration of real-time full-
scale diffusion measurements in the RODOS system for training
purposes based on the Ris0 mini-LIDAR systems for remote sensing of
smoke plumes.

Establishment of an RODOS-integrated training and hands-on database
involving data from full scale based international experiments:
GUARDO (E); BOREX (DK); MADONA (UK) and BORSSELE (NL).
Refs.: Mikkelsen and Werner (1994)

A Full-Scale Building Wake Diffusion Experiment from the Nuclear
Power Plant Borssele in Holland Sep. 1993

A full-scale combined tracer-gas and tracer-smoke diffusion experiment
was conducted from a Dutch nuclear power plant "Borssele" near
Vlissingen in Holland during Sep. '93, with the purpose to study the
influence of nearby building effects on the near-range atmospheric
dispersion characteristics.
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Smoke and tracer gas was released from top of the generator building
and from the containment's ventilation chimney. Both Lidar and tracer-
gas techniques were used to measure the resulting downwind, building-
wake influenced, dispersion pattern.

Our measurements show that building effects have tremendous effect
on the on-site and near-range dispersion characteristics and model
parameterization of building wake effects have been modified
accordingly in the RIMPUFF code.

A detailed data report, jointly produced by KEMA (NL) and NERI and
Ris0 (DK) is available. Refs: J0rgensen et al. (1994) and Scholten et al.
(1994).

Visualization Program for Graphical Presentation of Model and
Experimental Data

Real-time handling and inter-comparison of large amounts of vector
fields (video-animation) resulting from real-time model and measure-
ments have been eased by the construction of several (both PC and
UNIX based) menu driven visualization programs suitable for
presentation of RODOS atmospheric dispersion model results and
corresponding experimental data.

The program "S" provides an easy-to-use and user-friendly training
facility within the RODOS system. Demonstrations based on "S" were
presented during the Schloss Elmau workshop, cf. J0rgensen et
al.(1993) and Thykier-Nielsen et al. (1993).

The programs "MADMOVTE" and "PLOSIG" presents real-time
experimental data from the near-range MADONA diffusion
experiments, and runs on both PC and UNIX platforms.

An example of the interactive menu driven utility program PLOSIG is
shown below. The program displays experimental data together with
various plume and puff spread parameterizations in the same graph. The
RODOS user can with PLOSIG easily get acquainted by the different
data sets and the different stability parameterizations, further the user
can easily see the difference from selecting different plume and puff
parameterization schemes, some based on simple Pasquill-Gifford-
Turner parameterization schemes, others based on more advanced
similarity theory.

Ref.: J0rgensen et al. (1993) and Thykier-Nielsen et al. (1993).
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Figure 1: The PLOSIG menu-driven "model vs. data" display interface:
acknowledgements to colleagues H. Weber and W. aufm Kampe at the
German Military Geophysical Office, GMGO, Traben-Trarbach for
integrating both dispersion curves and MADONA data in the
presentation software MADMOVIE and PLOSIG.
Refs.: Cionco et al. (1995) and Ride et al. (1995).

The MADONA Experiments

Objectives:
Provision of real-time LIDAR-measurements of smoke plumes and
corresponding micro-meteorological model input data for integration on
a MADONA flow and diffusion CD-ROM data base for distribution
among RODOS members including "easy to use" interactive
visualization software.

The experiments:
A comprehensive field trial named "MADONA" for "Meteorology and
Diffusion Over Non-uniform Areas" took place at the CBDE's test site
near Porton Down in the UK during Sep. 1992.
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In a joint venture with participation from US Army, CBDE UK, DLR,
Germany, Ris0 Denmark, F0A4 Sweden and TNO Holland, detailed
and high resolution atmospheric dispersion measurements were
obtained over moderately rolling terrain on the 2-4 km scale, supported
by detailed micro-meteorological mean and turbulence measurements in
order to characterize the atmospheric flow and stability.

Both ground and elevated puffs, tracer gas and ground level continuous
smoke were released and measured by several Lidar systems, including
Ris0's and DLR's mini-Lidar systems. With the Porton Down area being
characterized by rolling and non-uniform terrain, extensive
meteorological instrumentations (14 ten-meter high met towers, in
addition to 2 on-line sonic anemometers) were recording around the
clock. Interesting non-stationary dispersion scenarios was here
encountered during transition zones and best visualized by the "S" real-
time graphics display program, the above described tool for fast
sequential presentations (movie) of 2-D fields of scalars (con-
centrations) and vectors (winds).

MADONA results and outcome:
Extensive data reduction and preparation of this data set has meanwhile
been undertaken by the MADONA field trial participants. In order that
the MADONA trials to be included in the RODOS training data base,
the entire comprehensive experimental data base has been released, first
as a beta-version on a CD-ROM Database Version 1.01 (June 1994)
and later Version 2.0 (February 1995). Work is continuing into the 3.
FWP to further update the cd-rom with more data and graphical display
programs. The programs and corresponding data base are available in
both PC and UNIX based graphical display and presentation programs
for visualization purposes. The experiment is suited for training and
exercises within the RODOS framework.

Refs.: Cionco et al. (1995), Ride et al. (1995), J0rgensen et al. (1995),
Mikkelsen and J0rgensen (1995) and Mikkelsen et al. (1995), and
Thykier-Nielsen et al (1995).

Progress with the Ris0 LIDAR System-Based Real-Time Dispersion
Measurement Techniques

An important corner stone for experimental evaluation of the real-time
near-range atmospheric model chain have been the existence of high-
resolution real-time plume spread data obtained via Lidar measure-
ments during various diffusion trials.

The Ris0 mini-lidar has been central to all the real-time measurement
campaigns conducted during this project By today, the Ris0 LIDAR
technique is fully operational and lidar-measurements of plume spread
have been fully justified by comparison of data simultaneously
conducted calibrated gas-tracer experimental techniques (using SF6).
Inter-comparison of lidar data with tracer diffusion data has here finally
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justified the use of LIDAR technique as an accurate qualitative
measurement method for determination of plume spread, cf. J0rgensen
and Mikkelsen (1993) and J0rgensen et al. (1995).

New LIDAR for improved range and temporal resolution:
Ris0 has lately (during the years 1994-1995) finalized the construction
and testing of a new 2. generation mini-LIDAR system suitable for two-
dimensional plume scanning and diffusion measurements over longer
ranges. This new LIDAR was first set in operation during the BOREX
'95 experiments, where it operated successfully at high repetition
frequencies (55 Hz) and on longer ranges than previously, - out to
several kilometers downwind from the source point.

LIDAR-EI is improved with respect to LIDAR-I with respect to the
following features: It has improved detector systems and a new
computerized data acquisition system for fast data transfer and control
(up to 55 Hz repetition frequency). Also a new telescope has been
purchased, and a new fast repetition pulsed Nd:YAG laser (55 Hz - 10
mJ pr shot) build by Big Sky lasers. Inc. Montana, USA has been
integrated successfully.

The BOREX '94 and '95 experiments:
Two comprehensive field experiments, BOREX' 94 and BOREX' 95
have been conducted during the reporting period.

Both ground level and elevated release diffusion experiments have
been conducted over flat terrain during field trials, using joint smoke
and tracer released from the ground or from a 25 meter high
meteorological tower over flat terrain near the town of Borris in
Western Jutland (DK).

A grand total of more than ~ 60 daytime and 10 night time reference
experiments was obtained during intensive two-week campaign in June
and July 1994 and 1995.

LIDAR-measured plume statistics have subsequently been obtained at
various downwind measurement points out to several kilometers from
the source point. The experiments were also accompanied by simul-
taneous conducted tracer-gas diffusion experiments (SF6) provided by
Danish colleagues from the Danish "EPA" ( NERI) institute in order to
determine the mean-value and for inter-calibration purposes. Results
analyzed to date (so far only from the BOREX'94 field trials) have
shown surprisingly good agreement with mean concentration profiles of
the lidar systems as compared to tracer-gas determined concentrations.
Vertical cross-section scans, supported by only a few ground based
SF6-reference measurements, have in this way been demonstrated as a
possible venue for determination of both horizontal and vertical plume
spread in a single experiment.
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As with the MADONA experiment, also the BOREX data sets are
planned to be issued on CD-ROM media for integration in the
interactive RODOS data base for training and uncertainty studies.
Refs: J0rgensen and Mikkelsen (1993) and J0rgensen et al. (1995).

Nordic Long-Range Model Intercomparison and Validation
Exercise based on ETEX-1

Also a long-range (European scale) dispersion model evaluation, that
included RODOS candidate long-range model chain wind (DERMA by
DMI) and dispersion (MATCH by SMHI) has been undertaken during
1995. Both models use HIRLAM data.

Incidentally, both RODOS models participated in the joint European
long range model evaluations study named ETEX, where long-range
tracer technique is used to monitor a simulated accidental releases on
the European scale.

The tracer gas Perflourcarbon, released in Rennes in France on Oct. 23
was measured with particular high accuracy and hourly resolution by
Danish colleagues at the co-located NERI institute as it passed over
Ris0 on October 25 1995.

A Nordic dispersion and trajectory model intercomparison and
validation exercise were held at Ris0 June 6-7 1995 with participation
of Nordic modelers before the results of the NERI measurements, and
before the official ETEX results were disseminated to the participants.

The purpose was to perform a realistic accident exercise on the Nordic
scale, where later actual measurements would be available.

Table 2: Summary of long-range exercise results from the Ris0
intercomparison

ETEX-1:
DA TA (Measured by NERI)

Arrival time at Ris0: + 44 Hrs

Duration: 20 Hrs

Cone. Max.: 1.08 ng1

DMI
DERMA

44 Hrs

20 Hrs

0.6 ng

SMHI
MATCH

45 Hrs

24 Hrs

1 ng

1 The measured maximum concentration at Ris0 was 12 times above the
background concentration of PFC.

Results

It is seen that both RODOS long range candidates perform surprisingly
well in the Ris0-exercise. Preliminary results released from the official
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ETEX "Real time Long Range Dispersion Model Evaluation" study,
prepared for the ETEX modelers Meeting in Prague October 1995,
seems to confirm this good simulation ability of the RODOS models,
also when evaluation is made on the entire ETEX-1 sampling station
network. Both models seem to be top performing in both inter-
comparison tests.
Ref.: Tveten and Mikkelsen (1995).

New Publications During the Reporting Period (1.9.92 to 30.6.1995)
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2 Imperial College - UK
Dr. ApSimon

3DRAW is a computer program that models atmospheric dispersion and
deposition over continental scale distances following a nuclear accident.
The aims during this reporting period have been:

I To improve the physics of 3DRAW, so as to realistically model the
wet deposition of radioactive material.

II To improve the usefulness of the model when used in an emergency
situation as a part of the RODOS system. A method for indicating
the level of confidence or uncertainty in the model predictions of
con-taminated areas has been developed.

III To prepare the 3DRAW software for incorporation in the RODOS
system. Quality assurance of the code was initiated. The results of
this work could be useful to other contractors in further stages of
the RODOS project.

2.1 Progress Achieved Including Publications

A. Introduction

When a nuclear accident occurs at a specific site, authorities in other
countries up to thousands of kilometres from the release will have many
concerns. These will include: Will the radioactive material reach their
territory, if so, when? will it give rise to significant contamination?
There will be a need to reassure the public, and to also ascertain where
citizens abroad could be a risk. At longer distances from the source
serious contamination is most likely to occur if the radioactive cloud
encounters rain or snow, and particles or soluble gases are deposited.

The 3DRAW model was developed to utilise information from weather
prediction models to forecast the atmospheric transport and associated
deposition of radioactive material. The model simulates the release as an
assembly of particles, each of which is independently advected. The
evolution of the wind-fields is simulated, as is the random displacement
associated with smaller, sub-grid scale eddies. The user of 3DRAW can
specify the amount of constituent radionuclides to be carried by each
particle. These quantities are depleted according to the probability of
deposition. This depends on the nature of the radionuclide, weather
conditions and underlying surface. Both dry deposition from surface air,
and wer deposition in precipitation are modelled. The first is important
for radionucledes such as 1131.

B. Treatment of Wet Deposition

The treatment of wet deposition has been made more sophisticated, and
has been tested, in this current contract period. Two types of wet
deposition have been distinguished: frontal systems and convective
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precipitation. The first leads to widespread deposition subject to
significant enhancement over land at higher altitudes by the feeder-
seeder mechanism; the second is likely to be more patchy and give rise
to isolated hot spots of contamination. For both types of deposition,
modern weather radar can be useful in locating likely areas of
contamination, provided the position of the radioactive material is
known. Allowance for orographic enhancement in frontal precipitation
can also be indicated when used with a GIS system incorporating
altitude of the terrain.

Distinguishing the two types of precipitation is important because of the
different spatial characteristics of the precipitation. The treatment of wet
deposition in convective systems has also been made more realistic by
replacing the original "wash-out" model with a system which, allows
upward venting of the material. This mechanism helps to explain how
material was detected at distant locations after the Chernobyl accident
after transport at higher levels in the atmosphere.

Modelling wet deposition in frontal systems is more difficult because of
their complex three dimensional nature. In such systems there is an
overturning of air. Typically warm air from southern regions forms a
broad stream of air that rises above colder air to the north. Strong wind
gradients often divide air masses, and are also found in the vortex
structure of low pressure systems. It is difficult to identify the frontal
surfaces between the air masses precisely from weather forecasting data.
This means that the trajectories of material within and following
passage through frontal systems is very uncertain.

In such situations it would be valuable to identify the source region from
which air is most likely to feed into the frontal system, and whether this
air is contaminated. This meansreversing the usual approach in
3DRAW. In effect, this asks the question "from where has the air in a
frontal system come?" An alternative version of 3DRAW has therefore
been developed. This begins with a regular array of particles which
surrounds a frontal system, and follows the particle's trajectories
forwards in time. This simple technique can indicate which air is
forecast to pass through a frontal system within the next 24 hours.

C. Combining Model Results and Measurements

In the above situation measurement and modelling are complementary.
The prediction of particle trajectories, as discussed below, becomes
increasingly uncertain as travel time increases. If measurements are
available, they can improve modelling. In the case of a frontal system,
radiological measurements taken in regions where air will most likely
enter the frontal system can be useful.

To revise predictions, 3DRAW has an option to begin modelling
particles from a prescribed set of points that corresponds to observed
measurement locations. If we are modelling 24 hours after a release, it is
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quite likely that measurements and model results will not agree. In this
case the original release can be replaced by a set of new particles
representing the observed cloud, and a new forecast prepared. Care has
to be taken in areas where measurements are sparse or absent, for
example over the sea, or at higher altitudes. In this way measurements
can be used to revice and improve forecasts over longer travel times and
distances from the original release.

D. Confidence Limits and Uncertainties

A key problem when interpreting model is the uncertainty attached to
these predictions and the confidence which can be placed in them. The
3DRAW model has been extended to include "stray" parameters which
indicate the uncertainty in position of each particle. Each particle keeps
track of two additional quantities that indicate the root mean square
deviation attributed to uncertainty in its position. These can be used to
define a radius of positional uncertainty round each particle. The spatial
distribution of the cloud can then be displayed with the assembly of
particles coloured according to this radius of uncertainty. Then
measurements are subsequently superimposed this will help to indicate
wheather the two are consistent, and identify those areas where further
data would be valuable.

The calculation of the stray parameters reflects the fact that a spatial
displacement has a greater effect when wind gradients are large, so that
a small difference in position can imply a big difference in the advecting
wind. In these circumstances errors in the position of particles grow
very quickly, whereas where windfields are more uniform, trajectories
are more predictable. The root mean square values in positional
coordinates, the stray parameters, are thus defined such that

dSx/dt = k. Sx. 8U/8x

dSy/dt = k. Sy. 8V/5x

where U and V are the horizontal components of the wind (usually
along lines of constant latitude and longitude respectively), and k is a
constant such that the initial values of S match local scale spread of a
Gaussian puff or plume close to the source.

It is evident that the stray parameters grow exponentially with time at
rates determined by the wind gradients. As might be expected particles
often move with relatively slow growth of the stray parameters for some
time until they move into a region with strong wind gradients such as a
depression, when their uncertainty in position rapidly grows.
Confidence in particle positions depends on the stray parameters
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remaining small. Typically the radius of positional uncertainty deduced
from the stray parameters grows to 200 or more kilometrers within a day
(compared with the grid used in the model for the calculation of
concentrations the order of 100 km). This emphasises the importance of
being able to revise model predictions from observations of the
movement of the radioactive material.

Figure 1 illustrates the radii of uncertainty attached to a limited sample
of particles tracked for 24 hours after a release. This is much clearer
when colour coding is employed, and used in conjunction with a GIS
system.

24 hours after release
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Figure 1: Uncertainty in Particle Position.
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E. Software Quality Assurance

Introduction

The primary focus of the past year's work has been quality assurance of
the 3DRAW software. The model was developed in the way that much
scientific software is written: scientists who are capable programmers,
but not computing specialists, writing an initial program and then
improving the model bit by bit. The mainframe computer that the first
3DRAW program ran on would today be considered obsolete. This
computer's memory limitations meant what complex programming
"tricks" were needed to process the massive data sets that the model
requires. These factors suggested that it might be useful to focus on
quality assurance of the software before integrating the program with
the RODOS system. The main objectives have been to assess and,
where necessary, improve the quality of the 3DRAW software.

Quality assurance has been identified as a major goal for the next phase
of the RODOS project. Many of the software modules within the
RODOS system have been developed in similar circumstances to
3DRAW; it is likely that the experience gained in this activity could
well be applicable to other software in the RODOS project.

2.2 Assessment of Software Quality

The quality of the 3DRAW software was assessed in two ways: A
comprehensive manual inspection was first performed, which was then
supplemented by measuring a limited number of program metrics. The
structure of the RODOS system, which embeds modelling programs
within a graphical user interface (GUI), meant that it was inappropriate
to consider the quality of the current user interface. The three quality
attributes that this project has focused on are: correctness, reliability,
and maintainability.

a) Software Inspection

The 3DRAW software was manually inspected using published
standards of "good coding practice". There are four distinct areas which
were examined: the code within each module, the interface between
modules, the data structure, and the operating system level. The
observations made in each area will be described in turn:

Intra-Module Level

Within individual subroutines the program was well structured. There
were a few problems with the robustness of the code. These were largely
due to the use of standard Fortran 77. Many of the safety related features
of Fortran were only standardised in the ANSI Fortran 90 standard.
These robustness problems were later addressed.
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Inter-Module Level

Modularity is a measure of how well a program is decomposed into
discrete functions. By maximising cohesion, the degree to which
subroutines perform only one function, and minimising coupling, the
degree to which routines share data, we can maximise the
maintainability and testability of software. Many of the subroutines
within 3DRAW were found to have low cohesion. Reworking software
that has modularity problems is very time-consuming, as it involves
rewriting whole subroutines and cannot be automated to any significant
degree. The problems that were observed with coupling suggested that
testing individual modules would be very difficult.

Data Level

Scientific software is typically more algorithm-oriented than data-
oriented, whilst business applications are typically the converse.
3DRAW is atypical as it has a relatively complex data flow for its size.
The program's data had been decomposed in a fragmented manner,
which made it difficult to understand the data flow within the program.
This was in part due to deficits in earlier standards of the Fortran
language, which have been overcome in the Fortran 90 standard. In view
of the risk of introducing error, the data structures have largely been left
untouched.

System Level

The maintainability of software is also affected by factors external to the
program proper. These include program documentation (structure
charts, call graphs), on-line test data, regression test scripts, and revision
control, etc. There were no systems inplace to attend to these concerns.
This was identified as a pressing concern for the quality improvement
phase of the project.

In summary, manual inspection of the software showed good low-level
quality accompained by increasing concerns as a higher level view was
taken.

b) Software Metrics

A software tool was used to analyse the complexity of the code. This
indicated individual subroutines which were likely to cause future
problems.

The quality assessment phase of the project identified those parts of
3DRAW which would most benefit from quality improvement work.
These concerns were addressed by restructuring, testing & repairing,
and documenting the 3DRAW system. These activities will be described
in turn.
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2.3 Improvement of Software Quality

a) Restructuring

There were a minority of subroutines whose structure was extremely
difficult to understand. These routines were rewritten; in some instances
this rewriting uncovered bugs which had been unknown. The program
was reformatted as a whole using software restructuring tools which
ensured a consistent style. The figures shows how the complexity of
3DRAW, as measured by McCabes' V(g) statistic, reduced once
restructuring began. The second peak in the graph shows the increase in
complexity caused by adding the particle uncertainty function already
described.

Before the restructuring was performed, a system for revision control
was started. This meant that changes to the source code were
automatically recorded. It enables programmers to retrieve any given
version of the software.

Complexity vs time

Feb-
90

JuI-94 Jun-
95

Figur 2:

b) Testing and Repair

A variety of testing methods were applied to 3DRAW. Those testing
methods that involve directly executing the program are described as
dynamic approaches. Those methods which involved inspecting the
source code, by hand or computer are known as static approaches.
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(i) Dynamic Testing

New subroutines were unit tested using traditional "black box" methods.
This process was extremely time consuming, because of the strong
coupling identified in the quality assessment phase. A set of regression
tests were developed, so as to ensure that any changes to the program do
not introduce new bugs. The process of developing these tests identified
a couple of severe bugs within the code. These tests were implemented
using simple Unix I/O redirection. Their effectiveness could be
increased by using automated test driver software.

The 3DRAW program was tested on three different hardware platforms
using different compilers: Sun, Hewlett Packard, and Linux on a
Pentium.

(ii) Static Testing

A wide range of static test tools were used to identify errors in the
3DRAW code. These tools picked up a greater number of minor errors
than dynamic testing. Many of the errors were portability issues, where
code written with a forgiving compiler could be broken by a newer
compilerO. It was noted that each of the eight static test tools identified
errors which no other tool found. This suggestests that software
engineers working on RODOS need to have a large set of software
tools, if they are to produce software of known high quality.
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Effectiveness of Dynamic and Static Testing Methods

D Static

H Dynamic
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Figure 3:

c) Documenting

(i) Source code

The internal documentation of the 3DRAW source code was enhanced
systematically over the course of the project. This was largely an
automated procedure. Unix shell scripts were written to read the
program's symbol table, so as to determine which variables are used by
or modified by each subroutine, and this information was added to the
administrative comment block that preceded each subroutine. This
input/output information is often the most important information a
programmer needs to know when modifying or debugging a program.

Subroutine call charts, cross reference tables of variables and common
blocks were also produced. These allow the structure of the software to
be more clearly shown.

(ii) Data Files

3DRAW uses a number of ASCII data files. The format of these files
was documented.
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2.4 Discussion

(iii) Defect Monitoring

It is extremely difficult to directly measure how correct a program is.
One useful source of information is the defect history of the program -
hov many bugs have been found? how many have been fixed? how
serious? etc. A simple defect database was created and any faults or
failures found in the program were logged in this database. This record
proved to be useful in evaluating the performance of the different testing
approaches used.

The quality assurance work produced two distinct benefits. The first is a
demonstrated improvement in the quality of the 3DRAW software. The
second, possibly more important benefit is a better understanding of the
specific quality deficits that this software has. The main areas of
concern were modularity of the code, procedures for configuration
management and testing, and portability of the code.

The RODOS project, as a whole, is challenged by issues which are
unusual in large scale software development projects. These features
include:

• software written by non-computing specialists

• a lack of independent testing

• geographical separation of developers

In addition, the nature of the application that RODOS addresses,
mathematical modelling, is one in which software errors will be
intrinsically difficult to recognise. When programmers develop
applications such as word processors, or transaction control, errors tend
to be much more visible. It is important that future work on quality
assurance within RODOS be tailored so as to address these
characteristics of the project.

F. Conclusion

As a result of this work, it is now considered that 3DRAW is now far
more suitable for integration into the RODOS system. Ww also believe
that the problems encountered are likely to be common to other models
prepared for RODOS. Accordingly we believe that quality assessment
and improvement by the methods described above could be valuable on
a wider scale in the final stages of the RODOS project.

A paper is in preparation on the uncertainty analysis now incorporated
in 3DRAW for submission to Atmospheric Environment. It is also
intended that the work undertaken on quality assurance will provide at
least two papers in journals dedicated to software engineering.
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3 ENEA - Italy
Dr. Desiato

The objective of the activity is in the context of providing and assisting
the implementation of usable modules into the Analysing Subsystem
(ASY) of RODOS. ANPA is involved in the development and
application of software modules for pre-processing the meteorological
data in order to provide the atmospheric dispersion models with the
necessary input in real-time. Within the framework of this general
objective, the following partial objectives have been pursued:

• to develop and to test routines for pre-processing meteorological data

• to design a scheme for the automated selection of primary
meteorological data and the activation of alternative pre-processing
routines for real-time dispersion modelling

• to transfer suitable software pre-processing modules to the Analysing
Subsystem (ASY) of RODOS

• to validate methods for estimating crucial parameters, such as mixing
height in convective conditions, by comparing model estimates with
experimental data sets.

3.1 Progress Achieved

In order to provide the real-time dispersion models of RODOS with the
input parameters based on different types of meteorological data, a set
of pre-processing routines have been developed, based on the most
widely used and documented methods. The list of parameters includes
Monin-Obukhov length, friction velocity, sensible heat flux, mixing
height, wind speed profile, turbulence parameters (Mikkelsen and
Desiato, 1993).

For the purpose of applying and testing the routines through a quick and
user-friendly interface, a pre-processing package (PAD: Pre-processor
for atmospheric dispersion models) has been implemented on a RISC
DEC Station ALPHA 3000 in ULTRDC and OSF MOTIF environment.
For each parameter the input can be edited through guided masks and
the output can be displayed in the form of tables or time diagrams.

A scheme for linking the meteorological pre-processor with the on-line
meteorological data-base and the atmospheric dispersion models
included into a centralized emergency response system such as RODOS,
has been designed. The scheme actually corresponds to the presently
operational one within the ARIES system at the Italian Environmental
Protection Agency (ANPA) (Desiato and Bider, 1994). The automatic
preprocessing is perhaps the most complex and delicate module of the
real-time dispersion evaluation. In this phase, accuracy and reliability
requirements for estimation of the parameters, and need for a reduced
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execution time, must be considered. In addition, flexibility with respect
to the available primary information in different situations must be
maintained. For long-range dispersion, preprocessing mainly consists of
proper selection in space and time of the analyzed and/or forecasted
meteorological fields and of topography and roughness data. For the
short and medium range models the procedure is more complex. Some
data, like wind speed and direction needed by the wind field model, may
be selected, in space and time, from the on-line data-base. Other
parameters, which are not measured by standard meteorological
instrumentation, are derived through a decision-tree procedure which
relies on a pre-defined table of spatial and temporal representativeness
of the meteorological observations.

A few pre-processing routines have been transferred and integrated into
the prototype version of RODOS, which relies on a pre-defined set of
meteorological data. The method used and the complete list of input
parameters for each pre-processing module are documented at the
beginning of each correspond software routine.

The pre-processing capabilities have been extended to the preparation of
turbulence parameters needed by three-dimensional dispersion models.
In particular, several routines for deriving the scaling parameters and the
vertical profiles of wind fluctuation components and of Lagrangian time
scales have been incorporated into the ARCO (Atmospheric Release in
Complex terrain) and APOLLO (Atmospheric POLlutant Long range
dispersion) models. ARCO is a three-dimensional Lagrangian particle
models for short/medium range dispersion in complex topography areas,
and is suitable to be coupled with a diagnostic mass-consistent wind
field model. It has been tested against the tracer data collected during
the TRANSALP 1989 experimental campaign (Anfossi et al., 1994;
Ferrero et al., 1995), carried out by several european institutions within
the framework of the EUROTRAC-TRACT project. APOLLO is a long-
range Lagrangian particle model which is operationally coupled with the
ECMWF meteorological fields in the ARBES-I system, to provide real-
time estimate of the transport and diffusion of accidental releases.
APOLLO has been successfully tested in ATMES and is one the models
involved in the real-time ETEX experiment.

Some pre-processing routines have been included into a recent long-
term regulaltory dispersion code developed at ANPA (AMESTISTA,
Desiato and Inghilesi, 1993). This provided the opportunity to test and
validate pre-processing algorithms against experimental data sets
collected during the two extensive and well-documented campaigns
carried out at Copenhagen and Kincaid. As regards the Copenhagen data
set, the results show that the model performance is quite satisfactory in
predicting the crosswind integrated concentration, i.e. in modeling the
vertical diffusion, while the horizontal plume spread is overestimated.
The standard parametriztion of the horizontal wind standard deviation
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3.2 References

and Lagrangian time scale may account for a cospicuous part of the
inaccuracy in the prediction of maximum concentration (Desiato and
Inghilesi, 1994). As regards the kincaid data set, the attention has been
focused on standard deviation of both horizontal and vertical wind
components, and on the diurnal evolution of mixing height. Some
results are shown in figs. 1-3. The statistical performance of the
convective mixing height algorithm, based on the Gryning-Batchvarova
scheme, is wuite similar to that based on the HPDM model, which was
extensively validated against the Kincaid data set by S. Hanna. A
detailed analysis of the results of both the pre-processor and the
dispersion modules will be addressed in the near future.

D. Anfossi, F. Desiato, G. Tinarelli, G. Brusasca, E. Ferrero and D. Sacchetti (1994)
TRANSLAP 1989 experimental campaign - Part II: simulation of a tracer
experiment with Lagrangian particle models, submitted to Atmospheric
Environment.

E. Ferrero, F. Desiato, G. Brusasca, D. Anfossi, G. Tinarellu, M.G. Morselli, S.
Finardi, D. Sacchetti (1995) Intercomparison of 3-D flow and particle models
with TRANSALP 1989 meteorological and tracer data, to be presented at the
21th NATO/CCMS Int. Techn. Meeting on Air Pollution Modelling and its
Application, Baltimora, USA.

F. Desiato and R. Inghilesi (1993) AMETISTA: a model for the evaluation of long-
term atmospheric polution caused by stack emissions, ENEA/DISP ISSN/0393-
3016, Rome.

F. Desiato and R. Inghilesi (1994) Air Pollution II, V. 1, J.M. Baldasano, C.A.
Brebbia, H. Power and P. Zannetti Editors, Computational Mechanics
Publications, Southampton Boston.

F. Desiato and M. Bider (1994) ARIES-I: a computer system for real-time modelling
of atmospheric dispersion at different space and time scales, Environmental
Software 9, 201-212.

T. Mikkelsen and F. Desiato (1993) Atmospheric dispersion models and pre-
processing of meteorological data for real-time application, Radiation Protection
Dosimetry, 50, 2-4, 205-216, Nucl. Techn. Publ.
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Fig.1
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Fig. 3
Mixig height h (m) scatter diagram
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4 DMI - Denmark
A. Rasmussen and J. Havskov Sorensen

In general, to assist and provide forecast and analysed data from the
Danish version of the numerical weather-prediction model HIRLAM as
input to the atmospheric dispersion models in RODOS for case studies.

In particular to:

• Provide RODOS with validated DMI-HIRLAM boundary-layer
parameters advantageous for atmospheric dispersion models.

• Provide RODOS with DMI-HIRLAM data for the ETEX (European
Tracer Experiment) periods for post-analysis.

• Improve the parametrisations of the atmospheric boundary layer in
DMI-HIRLAM.

• Investigate fast file-transfer methods of large quantities of data.

4.1 Progress Achieved

DMI-HIRLAM data for RODOS

The interface to the operational database at DMI, containing the output
from the DMI-HIRLAM models, has been improved. This interface is
capable of extracting data, relevant for the RODOS project, for a given
geographical sub-area.

The height of the atmospheric boundary layer, which is of great
importance in dispersion models, is not calculated in the present
HIRLAM system. It may, however, be derived from the output of
HIRLAM by a method proposed by Troen and Mahrt [1]. The method,
which is based on a calculation of a bulk Richardson number, shows
promising results verified against radiosonde data.

Two DMI-HIRLAM data sets have been provided for RODOS covering
the ETEX periods:

DKV-HIRLAM data for a period of four days following each of the two
ETEX releases (from October 23, 12 UTC to October 27, 12 UTC, and
from November 14, 12 UTC to November 18, 12 UTC) were extracted
for an area approximately 44-64° N and 4° W-25° E. Analysed data are
from 00 and 12 UTC, while the forecast data come in 3-hour intervals
up to +36 hours. Data from the 10 lowest model levels were extracted
thus covering approximately the lower 2.5 km of the atmosphere. The
following parameters were extracted: height above ground, wind speed
and direction, precipitation, atmospheric boundary-layer height and
orography.

DMI-HIRLAM model utilises 31 vertical layers, and DMI-HIRLAM is
run operationally in two versions: GRV with a horizontal resolution of
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about 46 km and forecast length 48 hours is covering all of Europe,
including a large part of Russia and the northern part of the Atlantic
Ocean. DKV has a higher horizontal resolution of about 23 km and a
forecast length of 36 hours but does not cover the southern part of the
EU. By the end of 1995. DMI has planned to buy a new super computer
replacint the present Convex 3880. This enables improved versions of
DMI-HIRLAM. Thus, the future version of DKV-HIRLAM will cover
allofEU.

An improved mixing-length parametrisation within HIRLAM, as well as
a non-local vertical diffusion scheme, are presently studied [2, 3, 4].
There are strong indications that these new parametrisations will imply
significant improvements of the boundary-layer parameters.

ETEX

DMI participated in ETEX, which is organised by WHO, IAEA and EU.
The objective of ETEX is to conduct a long-range atmospheric tracer
experiment (up to some 2,000 km)m to test the capability of real-time
forecasts for atmospheric dispersion on this scale, and to assemble a
database of environmental measurements of the tracer and the source
terms allowing evaluation of long-range transport models. Air samples
were taken by a network of nearly 200 sampling stations located mainly
at WHO synoptic stations covering a large part of Europe. DMI
participated with 11 such air sampling stations.

Also on the modelling side, DMI participated in ETEX. The
atmospheric long-range transport model DERMA (Danish Emergency
Response Model for the Atmosphere), which is developed at DMI, was
utilised for this purpose.

For the periods following the two ETEX releases, DMI delivered real-
time HIRLAM data to Dr. Nathan Dinar, Dept. for Applied
Mathematics, Israel Institute for Biological Research (IIBR), enabling
him and co-workers to participate in ETEX using their atmospheric
long-range transport model LORA.

RIMPUFF Benchmark

DMI has taken part in a benchmark of the RIMPUFF atmospheric
dispersion model. The benchmark was arranged by the Ris0 National
Laboratory. The purpose was to compare different implementations of
the code with respect to output and execution time using the same input
parameters. In total, the benchmark was run on ten different platforms
(PCs and workstations). DMI contributed with five work stations (Sun
Sparc IPX, Sun Sparc 10, SGI Indy, SGI Indigo and SGI Challenge).
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4.2 References

ARGOS-NT

A formal agreement between the Danish Emergency Management
Agency and DMI has been signed concerning the ARGOS-NT system,
which is developed by the Danish Emergency Management Agency.
This system, which has many similarities with RODOS, yet it is much
simpler, has recently become operational. ARGOS-NT enables forecasts
of dose patterns in case of radioactive releases from nuclear power
plants nearer than 300 km from Denmark. The dispersion calculations
are performed by the RIMPUFF model [5] based on DKV-HIRLAM
data. These data are transferred from DMI in real time to the Danish
Emergency Management Agency twice a day immediately after
completion of the DKV-HIRLAM runs.

[1] I. Troen and L. Mahrt, A simple model of the atmospheric boundary layer;
sensitive to surface evaporation, Boundary-Layer Meteorol., 1984, 15, 129-148.

[2] Gollvik, B. Bringfelt, V. Perov and A.A.M. Holtslag, Experiments with nonlocal
vertical diffusion in HIRLAM. HIRLAM Technical Report 18 (1995) Oslo
(1994).

[3] N. Woetmann Nielsen and B. Hansen Sass, A new mixing length
parameterization in HIRLAM. HIRLAM 3 Workshop in Physical
Parameterization Oslo (1994).

[4] A.A.M. Holtslag and B.A. Boville, Local versus nonlocal boundary-layer
diffusion in a global climate model. Journal of Climate 6 (1993) 1825-1842 Oslo
(1994).

[5] S. Thykier-Nielsen, T. Mikkelsen, S.E. Larsen, I. Troen, A.F. de Baas, R.
Kamada, C. Skupniewicz and G. Schnacher, in Air Pollution Modeling and its
Application VII, A Model for Accidental Releases in Complex Terrain. Ed. H.
van Dop (Plenum Publ. Corp., 1989) 65-76.
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5 Ris0 N.L. (II) - Denmark
S0ren Thykier-Nielsen, (Rimpuff)

Implementation of a new version of RIMPUFF in RODOS, including
the following enhancements:

a) Gamma-dose module for asymmetrical puffs (AERI, Budapest,
Hungary).

b) LINCOM (neutral version) including the fitting procedure.

c) Evaluation of the LINCOM and RIMPUFF models, with special
emphasis on complex terrain.

d) Enhancement of RIMPUFF such that the model can handle 3D
windfields. This work will be based on the RIMPUFF version
already developed by GRS, Koln.

e) Consolidation of the interface between RIMPUFF and RODOS.

f) Optimization of the code concerning speed, data-management etc.

g) Training system for users: Creation of a "Movie" system for display
of temporal and spatial variations in meteorological data and in
calculated concentration fields.

Implementation and testing of new models for plume rise, building
wake and dry deposition in RINPUFF. Development and testing of the
coupling to regional scale models in the emergency preparence system.
Testing and further development of the user-friendly interactive version
of RIMPUFF, based on the ARGOS-NT system. Model evaluation.

5.1 Progress Achieved Including Publications

Introduction

During the contract period high priority has been given to the interfacing
of RIMPUFF with the RODOS system. Work has concentrated on
topics that are important concerning the local scale atmospheric
dispersion modeling in the emergency response system. An interface
between RIMPUFF and the regional scale wind prognosis model
HIRLAM has been created in close cooperation with DMI. Emphasis
has also been placed on visualization of model results and other aspects
of user training.

A new structure for the dispersion modeling system (preprocessors, flow
and dispersion models) has been elaborated. This involves redesigning
of interfaces between modules and a new structure for input and output
from the system.

Further a considerable effort has been spent within the areas of model
development and evaluation. Emphasis has been placed on identifying
and improving the areas where the RIMPUFF/LINCOM model complex
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needs improvements in the context of the real-time emergency response
system.

Interfacing with RODOS

The implementation of RIMPUFF in RODOS includes the items given
below:

a. Rewriting RIMPUFF such that a "shell" program, e.g., RODOS
can:

1 Start RIMPUFF and let it run for one time-step and then use the
output from RIMPUFF for processing by other modules in the
system.

2 Continue running RIMPUFF for the next time-step based on a
new set of meteorological data. The status of RIMPUFF: puff
positions, concentrations etc. are preserved from time-step to
time-step.

3 Restart RIMPUFF for a new source.

b. Further enhancements of RIMPUFF include:

1 The ability to calculate doses/concentrations for multiple
isotopes in each time-step, i.e., each puff may contain a mixture
of isotopes.

2 For each time-step the following is calculated for each grid-point
for all isotopes released:

a) Instantaneous value of air-concentration

b) Instantaneous value of gamma-dose from airborne activity

c) Integrated air-concentration

d) Integrated total deposition on the ground

e) Integrated wet deposition on the ground

f) Integrated gamma-dose from airborne activity

3 Modules for calculation of gamma doses from airborne (and
deposited) activity has been included. These modules have been
created by AERI, Budapest, Hungary.

All communication between the operating system in RODOS and the
atmospheric dispersion module should take place through SHARED
COMMON statements. Therefore a special version of RIMPUFF has
been created and transferred to FZK. This version is without write and
read statements. Further the opdated modules for calculations of
gamma-doses are included in this version.

RIMPUFF has been coupled to the MCR mass consistent flow model
and the PAD preprocessor. Stand-alone tests of this program system
have been made both on a PC and on an HP workstation. Preliminary
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tests of the coupling of this dispersion modeling system to RODOS have
been made.

Gamma Dose Modeling

In cooperation with AERI, Budapest, development of fast subroutines
for the calculation of gamma doses from airborne and deposited
radioactive isotopes, released to the atmosphere from a nuclear power
plant. The first versions of these subroutines have been included in the
version of RIMPUFF coupled to RODOS. The gamma dose modules
have been tested for typical releases of radioactivity. A new version,
which can calculate gamma-doses from asymmetrical puffs has been
tested and is ready for inclusion in RODOS.

Flow Modeling

For complex terrain fluid-equation based wind field calculations are
normally based on a single upwind and terrain unperturbated
observation. However, for neutral conditions, a procedure has been set
up to calculate a wind field, which gives the best fit to a network of
simultaneous observations at multiple stations. This fitting procedure
has been implemented in RIMPUFF.

Similarity Approach and Other Model Enhancements

A new option for the calculation of sigma-y and sigma-z according to
similarity approach has been added to RIMPUFF. The theory is based
on a time dependent sigma calculation from Hanna and Strimaitis
(1990):

t
oy(t) = ov =

az(t) = aw =

Where

t diffusion time

av standard deviation of turbulent velocity (lateral)

ow standard deviation of turbulent velocity (vertical)

tLv> tLw Lagrange time scales (lateral and vertical)
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The time derivation of Gy(t) may be used to calculate the increment of
Gy(t + 8t) according to:

do,{t)
ay(t + 8t) = ay(t) + 8t

dt

This has been introduced in RIMPUFF as a new option for stability
specifications. The necessary vertical profiles of av, aw, tLV and tLW may
be parametrized by functions depending upon boundary layer
parameters to be found e.g. in Hanna (Nieuwstad, van Dop, 1984).

A bufferzone for the puffs has been introduced. This means, that the
contributions from a given puff to dose and concentrations within the
grid are taken into account when the puff center is within a certain
distance from the grid border. This distance is typically equal to 2 *
sigmay for the puff in question.

The pentafurcation concept has been changed: A specific puff may only
pentafy n times, where n typically is equal to 3. This should give a more
realistic dispersion modeling in the situations where pentafurcation
takes place. Further the number of puffs in the grid is drastically
reduced, thus also the calculating times.

Modeling of chemical reactions involving the materials released to the
atmosphere will be included in RIMPUFF. A preliminary version of
RIMPUFF, which can consider simple chemical processes is now
available.

Dry Deposition Modeling

In assessing the environmental consequences of accidental releases to
the atmosphere, estimating the activity deposited on ground surfaces
usually plays an important role. One exception is for noble gases,
though. Deposition can be separated into dry and wet deposition, of
which only the former is dealt with here. Dry deposition rates are
different for gases and particles, and both are highly controlled by the
surface, so different materials have different deposition to different
surfaces. In RIMPUFF dry deposition is modeled using the so-called
source depletion model, where dry deposition for a given material is
characterized by a deposition velocity, which is specified as a function
of atmospheric stability and wind speed (Thykier-Nielsen, and Larsen,
(1982)). The new version of the model takes the surface type into
account. This is done in characterizing each type of surface (urban,
rural, forest and water) by its surface resistance, which primarily
depends on surface roughness and friction velocity (for a given material)
(Hummelsh0j (1994), Jensen (1981) and Roed (1990)).

To illustrate the significance of taking into account the surface type in
the assessment of consequences of radioactivity releases, deposition
following a 1 hour release from the Swedish Barseback reactor has been
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calculated (Hoe et al. (1994)). The calculations of integrated ground
concentrations have been made with 2 types of dry deposition models:

a) No dependence on deposition from surface roughness i.e., the
roughness in the entire area is the same = rural areas.

b) The area is classified in roughness classes as described earlier.

The results for a Csl37 release at the height 95 m show that there is a
significant change of the deposition pattern, when the roughness
variation is allowed for. Deposition and thus gamma doses in the urban
area close to the coast are reduced by a factor of 2-3. Deposition over
the urban area close to the city is increased about 20-50% while there
are only small changes in the amount deposited at longer distances. For
higher release heights and/or isotopes with lower deposition rate the
influence of surface type is less significant and vice versa.

Pre-Processing of Input Data

Pre-processing of meteorological data for dispersion models has been
studied in cooperation with ENEA {Project no. 7). The implementations
in RIMPUFF of these pre-processing subroutines are being con-
solidated.

New Structure for Atmospheric Dispersion Module

All models in the system will be compiled for a maximum domain size.
This domain size is used within the diffusion model (RIMPUFF) and
also in all pre-processor models (windflow models MCF, LINCOM.. or
simple met preprocessor models). These parameters should have the
same names in all models and should be included using an INCLUDE
FILE.

A setup file is available for all models containing specific model related
input data. e.g. MCF needs an over-relaxation factor or RIMPUFF needs
to know wheather pentafurcation should be used etc..

A special project directory is created and contains all the data (Including
the setup files).

A general setup file for the project contains information used by all
models within the system. => project.sup.

A set of files is available giving the meteorological input data. The
names of the files are the data/time group of the time of measurement
with an extension met e.g. Measurements for 9. August 1995 at 12:13

=> 199508091213.met

Measurements for 9. August 1995 at 12:19

=» 199508091219.met
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Measurements for 9. August 1995 at 12:29

=> 199508091229.met

These files should all have the same structure allowing a wide span of
possible meteorological input data. => YYYYMMDDhhmm.met.

The simplest pre-processor model will read in this data an should
produce new data files (unformatted data files which will be used than
following models. This pre-processor model (PREPRO) has a setup file
respectively containing information of

• what kind of time interpolation scheme should be used

• what kind of horizontal interpolation scheme should be used

• what kind of vertical interpolation scheme should be used

• what should be as stability

This program will produce output files for the times and mz layers
defined in project.sup

=> 199508091200.pre

=> 199598091215.pre

=> 19950809123O.pre

More sophisticated model (MCF, LINCOM ...) can read these data files
and produce new output files. With new extensions like

YYYYMMDDhhmm.mcf or YYYYMMDDhhmm.lin ....

RIMPUFF will be able to read all these data files and use them as met
input. The output files produced will be in the same format using
data/time group plus extension e.g.

YYYYMMDDhhmm.con

YYYYMMDDhhmm.dos

An input file for RIMPUFF containing the source data has is specified
in similar way.

Visualization of Model Results

New computer programs displaying time series of calculated and
measured dispersion data has been developed. The program called S,
designed as a tool for time-series representation of a large number of
data fields. Several kinds of data (vectors, scalars etc.) can be analyzed.
The program is applied in the analysis of the 1990 Guardo and the 1992
MADONA trials.

The program, MADMOVBES, developed by Amt fur Wehrgeophysik, is
specially designed for analysis of the MADONA experiment. However
the program may easily be applied for other experiments.
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Figure 1: Screen layout for the MADMOVIES program for
visualization of experimental measurements and simulations.

In cooperation with the Danish Emergency Management Agency, a
version of RIMPUFF is being created for running under the
WINDOWS-NT operating system (Hoe et al. (1994)). This new system
includes simple menu-driven information displays, showing results, and
drawing attention to important features or anomalies. In this project
substantial effort is assigned to methods of assessing and interpretation
of the model results, and to their communication with the user through
user friendly graphics and display systems. The first version of this
system will be available by the end of 1994.

Model Evaluation

A series of 15 full-scale dispersion experiments from the 1990 Guardo
trials, carried out over complex terrain in Northern Spain are being
analyzed. Actual wind and turbulence measurements taken during the
experiment are used as input data for a series of simulations made with
Ris0's combined flow and diffusion model (LINCOM/REVIPUFF).
Considerable effort is devoted to the testing of the improved features for
taking into account wind shear and plume rise in RIMPUFF. In
collaboration with project no. 8, the wind field "fitting" procedure
described in paragraph IV.4 has been tested in simulations of 2 of the
Guardo experiments.

An experimental evaluation of flow field and dispersion modeling has
been performed, using data from the complex terrain SIESTA
experiment (SF6 International Experiment in Stagnat Air). Two
alternative flow-field calculation methods were evaluated as "drivers"
for the dispersion model RIMPUFF: One is the diagnostic mean-flow
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model LINCOM based on (linearized) Navier-Stokes equations, the
second is based on simple interpolation method using tower data
(objective wind analysis).

SIESTA was performed by several European groups in November 1985.
Measurements were taken of advection, turbulence and dispersion
during neutral and convective weak-wind situations over complex
terrain of the Jura ridge and the hilly prealpine region. Dispersion
characteristics were determined by use of SF6-tracer gas released from
the met-tower of the Gbsgen nuclear power station at 6 meters height.
Three of the SIESTA experiments were simulated, using
RIMPUFF/LINCOM. In one of the experiments, wind direction and
turbulence condition changed strongly with time. The comparison
between measured and calculated values were quantified by the
determination of Chi square, relative Chi square, correlation coefficient
and mean error factor. In an orographically influenced dispersion
scenario, like SIESTA, potential of improvements by use of high-
resolution mean flow model LINCOM was found. Further possible
improvements of the simulations using multi-level precalculated flow
fields are being investigated.

In September 1992 the 3-week lasting MADONA (Meteorology And
Diffusion Over Non-uniformArea) trials took place at Porton Down,
UK. Here both ground and elevated puffs, tracer gas and ground level
continuous smoke were released and measured by several Lidar systems.
With the Porton Down area being characterized by rolling and non-
uniform terrain, extensive meteorological measurements were recorded
around the clock. Evaluation of this experiment has started using
RIMPUFF and LINCOM.
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Csl37: Accumulated Deposition [Bq/m2], 12 days after release start
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Figure 2: Deposition pattern from a fictive release from the Nuclear
Power Ignalina in Lithuania. Calculated 12 days after release start, with
RIMPUFF/HIRLAM.

A system has been created for transferring regional scale flow and
precipitation field data from the HIRLAM flow model to RODOS
contractors. This system has been tested in a project concerning the
assessment of the possible consequences in Denmark from radioactivity
releases from nuclear power plants in the Baltic countries. In the period
from May 1, 1993 to September 30, 1993, trajectories were calculated
every 3 hour by the Danish Meteorological Institute. Only in the period
from September 8, at 00 hrs UTC until September 21, at 21 hrs UTC it
was possible to transport substantial amounts of radioactive material
from Lithuania to Denmark. For this period 3 hourly wind and
precipitation fields from HIRLAM have been transferred from the
Danish Meteorological Institute to Ris0. These fields were on-line
converted to a format suitable for use in connection with RIMPUFF.
Results show that an accidental release of radioactivity in this period
could give measurable radiation doses to the Danish population.
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6 DEMOKRITOS - Greece
Dr. Bartzis, NCSR

The work has been continued on the following objectives:

a) Integration of the Demokritos Transport System Modules into
RODOS System.

b) Module Evaluation and Uncertainties.

c) Model Development on Run-off and radioactivity accumulation area
on terrains of high complexity.

6.1 Progress Achieved Including Publications

A. Module Integration

The major effort has been given towards the accomplishment of this
objective. More specifically, the weather pre-processor FILMAKER has
been upgraded to include the effect of both sensible heat flux and net
radiation together with cloud cover index on the evaluation of stability
and mixing layer height. The inputed meteorological parameters can
come from any organized output such as HIRLAM-ECWMF or any
randomly located set of weather stations. The x-y spacing can be in
polar or UTM coordinates and the vertical one in meters (ASL or AGL),
sigma-theta and pressure.

The DELTA/GAIA topography simulator, FILMAKER weather
preprocessor and DIPCOT puff Langranian dispersion module provide
an almost complete (ADREA-I (diagnostic) for wind speed correction)
set of codes needed for only dispersion problem analysis. These three
programs have been fully integrated into RODOS system. This way data
input/output can be transferred from DATA BASE to SHARED
MEMORY and vice versa using RODOS provided tools. Furthermore
GSY subsystem is utilized for any topography and concentration
graphical representation. Demonstration will be given in PSAM III (5).

The above well tuned RODOS-DEMOKRITOS system was used in the
case of ALPS passive tracer experiment with results in a well expected
range (1,2).

B. Module Evaluation and Uncertainties

The systematic effort on prediction comparison with well document
field data has been continued. The case selected was TRANSALP
Experiment, a tracer release in South Switzerland with direction towards
the main Alpine range. The dispersion main features and concentration
have been well reproduced by the model (1,2).

Further effort have been given on quantification of uncertainties using
statistical methodology. The bootstrap resembling method has been
utilised in order for the concentration uncertainty to be estimated. The
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6.2 References

proposed method utilises only a smaller initial sample to propagate the
uncertainty to other locations away from the source where measure-
ments are not available just yet. As new data come in the former
uncertainty estimation is amended accordingly (6).

Additionally, is the framework of the "4th Workshop on Harmonisation
within Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling for Regulatory Purposes".
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exercise a complex Terrain Dispersion Modelling with more than 20
participants from USA and Canada with the aim to quantify the
uncertainties on dispersion (7).

C. Run-Off and Radiation, Accumulation Areas

The DELTA/HYDRO model has been further developed which
simulates overland flow networks on watersheds of complex
topography. The model utilises the simulation of the topography
performed by the DELTA/GAIA model by means of adjacent triangular
surfaces of known geometrical and physical properties. The overland
water flow follows the direction of the deepest slope on each individual
triangular ground surface. Water accumulation areas are also determined
on the simulated complex topography, which are areas of locally
minimal altitude.

The DELTA/HUMUS model has been developed, which simulates the
water infiltration in unsaturated soils. The model solves the 1-D water
moisture and heat transport equations for a variety of unsaturated soil
types and an ensemble of initial and boundary conditions. The equations
solved are complied by the intermediary of a water content-dependent
soil thermal conductivity (4).
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7 GRS-Germany
Prof. Dr. Massmeyer and Dr. Martens

GRS contributes to the atmospheric dispersion activities within the real
time decision support system RODOS in the context of providing a
mass consistent flow model MCF and to assist in the implementation
including the link between the meteorological preprocessor PAD and
the dispersion model RIMPUFF.

The updated and streamlined PC-based versions of MCF and RIMPUFF
have to be implemented in the RODOS prototype version at the
Research Centre Karlsruhe (FZK). The model link PAD - MCF -
RIMPUFF has to be refined and tested.

A users manual of the updated version of MCF has to be prepared.

7.1 Progress Achieved Including Publications

GRS has given assistance in system integration of the modules PAD,
MCF/LINCOM and RIMPUFF into the RODOS prototype version
under UNIX. This work comprised the following working steps:

1. Harmonization of the parametrizations of the atmospheric
boundary layer within the different modules of RODOS

The parametrizations for the stability dependent vertical profiles of

• wind speed

• standard deviations of wind speed components and

• Lagrangean time scales

used in the modules PAD, MCF/LINCOM and RIMPUFF have been
harmonized. As a first approximation the corresponding equations from
the meteorological preprocessor PAD have been implemented in MCF
and RIMPUFF. The selected parametrization scheme can easily be
replaced by another ones. Possible other parametrizations may be taken
from the Danish OML-system /OLE 92/ or the UK Atmospheric
Dispersion System /CAR 92/, respectively.

2. New option for the calculation of dispersion parameters in
RIMPUFF

A new option for the calculation of the dispersion parameters has been
implemented in the RIMPUFF-Version of RODOS. With this option the
dispersion parameters ay and Gz may be calculated on the basis of
similarity scaling instead of Pasquill stability categories. This
modification is based on the following equations /HAN 90/:
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t
1 + 0.5

Lv

1 + 0.5

X travel time

av,w standard deviations of lateral and vertical wind speed
components

V.W Lagrangean time scales (lateral and vertical)

The parametrizations for av,w and Tiv,w have been taken as defined
according to no. 1.

3. Participation in the first RIMPUFF Version Control and
Benchmark Test

The GRS as a frequent user of RIMPUFF has participated in discussions
about version control of the atmospheric dispersion model chain in
RODOS. In a first step Risoe has organized a RIMPUFF benchmark test
which has been carried out in spring 1995. Based on a common
benchmark input data set GRS has joined the benchmark calculations.
Risoe National Laboratory has evaluated the results of the participants
considering the accuracy of calculated concentrations, CPU time and
memory requirements. Further information may be drawn from the
RODOS Newsletter 1-95 /ROD 95/.

4. Completion of the users manual of the actual version of MCF
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8 KFKI-Hungary
Dr. S. Deme

1 Development of a dose calculation method for Gaussian puffs

1.1 A preliminary comparison of the initial and the simplified
(spherical) new gamma dose model

1.2 Elaboration of the full (real) dose model and calculation of data
base for

reasonable range of puff's parameters

2 Study of parameter dependence of dose rates from asymmetrical
puffs

3 Application of a simplified calculation procedure for accidental at
mospheric releases from a nuclear reactor

8.1 Progress Achieved Including Publications

Development of a Dose Calculation Method for Gaussian Puffs

The mesoscale dispersion model RIMPUFF (Thykier-Nielsen and
Mikkelsen, 1987) is a fast and operational computer code suitable for
real-time simulation of releases of environmenally hazardous materials
and gases to the atmosphere. Suitable as a real-time model for
emergency preparedness, it has recently been selected for inclusion in
the CEC RODOS, real-time decision support system under development
atKfK.

RIMPUFF includes models for calculating external gamma doses from
airborne as well as deposited radioactivity. In order to improve these,
very simple, models KFKI AERI and Ris0 has started a joint project
supported by the CEC. Results were summarized in two Ris0 reports,
one for spherical approximation (1993) and the other for real
(asymmetric) puffs (1995).

A Preliminary Comparison of the Initial and the Simplified
(Spherical) New Gamma Dose Model

The initial gamma dose model used in RIMPUFF was based on the
semiinfinite cloud model with correction factors given in (Slade, 1968).
In fig. 1 the Slade's values, i.e. the ratio of the dose rate to centreline
infinite dose rate are reproduced (continuous line) for several a values
and y distances (given in a units). For comparison our preliminary
results for spherical puffs are also shown (dotted line). For small
relative y (given in a units) and large a values the differences between
the results of two models are insignificant, but for other cases they can
reach a factor of 5 and in some combinations even more. Differences
between two sets of calculations are mainly due to the fact that Slade's
calculations refer to a cylindrical plume instead of spherical puffs. For
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asymmetric puffs the differences to Slade's values may be much more
significant.

Elaboration of the Full (Real) Dose Model and Calculation of
Database for Reasonable Range of Puff's Parameters

The method for calculation of gamma dose rates from Gaussian puff
model is based on the solution of the equation below:

oo oo oo

d(Q, £„ cty, a7> H, Rxy) = 2Koen Er I I I
X = —oo y = 0 Z — —°

^ e-"rX(x,y,x)dxdydz [Gy/s]
Anr

where

Q activity in one puff [Bq] (1 photon/disintegration)

Ey energy of gamma radiation [MeV]

cy crosswind puff dispersion parameter [m] (Gx = Gy)

cz vertical puff dispersion parameter [m]

H height of the puff centre [m]

Rxy distance of the puff centre base point (x = y = 0, z = -H)

from the receptor point [m]

K constant, 1.6- 10"13 [Gy/s/MeV/kg]

oen energy absorption coefficient for air [m2/kg]

B build up factor

fi linear attenuation factor for air [m1]

r distance of the volume dxdydz from the receptor located at the

distance Rxy from the puff centre base point

X(x, y, z) the concentration in point x, y, z [Bq/m3] (puff centre

x = y = z = 0) given by equation

-z> = QJ'C'O
 expr^f r p r
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Figure 1: Ratio of gamma dose rates to puff centre dose rate for several
distances as function of a values. Continuous line - after (Slade, 1968),
dotted line - recent calculations for spherical puffs.

The above equation was solved for different sets of parameters {Ey, <7V,
a2, H, Rxy) by numeric volume integral method. The steps in the
numerical integration were specified as follows: Ax = Ay = O/10 and Az
= (J/10 up to ±5<Ty and ±50^ except around the receptor point where
integration steps of a/40 and o/40 were used for a volume of ±0 .̂ and
oi.

Geometric arrangement for these calculations is illustrated in fig. 2. It is
assumed that the ground surface is totally reflecting for airborne
concentration. Due to symmetry both the semiinfinite (with reflection)
and the infinite (without ground reflection) dose models give the same
gamma-dose rate at ground level.
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Figure 2: Geometric arrangement of calculations.

By this calculational method a database containing the dose rates due to
1 MeV/s energy release by the puff was calculated using the following
set of numerical data:

Q 1 Bq MeV/E, where Ey where Ey is given in MeV (for the present
case Q is equal to 5; 2; 1 and 0.5 Bq, respectively)

B

H

Rxy

0.2; 0.5; 1 and 2 MeV

Capo polynomials from (Hedemann-Jensen, 1980)

range from 10 - to 2000 m (8 values)

given as a function of oy for a range of <Jy/az, i.e. the asymmetry
factor from 0.4 to 40 (11 values)

range from 10 to 500 m (8 values)

up to a distance where the dose rate decreases below 1 % of dose
rate at Rxy = 0 (number of values between 8 and 32)

data by Storm 1967 reproduced in (Lauridsen, 1982)

for air data intepolated from (Thykier-Nielsen, 1978). The
numerical values are:

0.2MeV- 1.60- 10"2 m"1

1.0 MeV-8.30- 10~3 m"1

0.5 MeV- 1.14- 10"2m"!

2.0 MeV-5.70- 10"3 m1
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A database for radionuclides specified by RODOS requirements was
also created using the photon energies and yields for isotopes as given in
(Lauridsen, 1982). This isotope library contains the energy release rate
for unit activity in 4 energy groups. These energy groups were taken
around the nominal photon energies as follows:

Group

1

2

3

4

E nominal [MeV]

0.2

0.5

1.0

2.0

Energy range [MeV]

<0.35

> 0.35...0.75

> 0.75...1.5

> 1.5

Using the isotope library and the dose rate values precalculated for the
set of parameters mentioned above the dose module within the
RIMPUFF works in the following way.

For a puff with actual values of oy, ay/az, H and Rxy (the latter related to
the grid point of interest) an interpolation is made within the
precalculated database in each energy group. Then the dose rate for an
isotope is simply the sum of the 4 interpolated values multiplied by the
energy released in the energy group in 1 s. The latter quantity is
calculated on the basis of the precalculated isotope library and the actual
inventory of the puff for the isotope specified.

The stand alone gamma dose programme module developed by E. Lang
(AERI) was integrated into RIMPUFF by S. Thykier-Nielsen (Ris0).

8.2 Range of Parameters Used for Calculation of Gamma Doses from Asymmetrical
Puffs

Besides the photon energy dependence of doses there are 4 independent
parameters in dose estimation: the puff's centre height (H), the distance
from the puff's base point Rxy, the horizontal dispersion parameter (oy)
and the asymmetry factor (Gy/Gz).

For these parameters, calculations are made for the ranges described
below. A height interval of 10 < H < 500 m has been chosen (divided in
8 points). For Rxy the distance is increased so that the dose rate is less
than 1 % of the maximum, i.e. the dose rate for Rxy = 0 m. This results in
a varying number of points (between 8 and 40) for the different cases.

It is more complicated to determine the possible ranges of cry and of the
asymmetry factor. If the height-dependent dispersion parameters of the
Karlsruhe/Jiilich system are used, a range of 13 < cy < 67000 and 0.07 <
ay/o~y < 100 can be found in a distance range from the source within 100
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and 20000 m. The extremely high values of oy/oz occur in stable
categories and at large distances. It should be noted, that
theKarlsruhe/Jiilich dispersion parameters refer to a 1 hour averaging
time. If the meteorological parameters are to be updated every 10
minutes as it is the intention for RODOS for short distances, much
lower oy values should be used in stable categories. This would result in
much lower maximum values of cy/cz.

Moreover, based on investigations on the applicability of the infinite
cloud model, it was provided that when cy is of the order 2000 m the
infinite cloud model can be applied for any values of Rxy and H. This is
illustrated in fig. 3. Therefore the maximum value of cy used for
numeric integration method was set to 2000 m.

For the upper limit of the vertical dispersion parameter (az) used in dose
calculation by numeric calculation method the followings must be
considered. In the case of inversion conditions the vertical Gaussian
distribution of concentration is gradually distorted due to multiple
reflections between the ground and the inversion lid resulting in
homogeneous distribution from distances where cz = Hjnv i.e. the height
of inversion lid. This reflection was not taken into account in the present
dose model as it would results in a 6th parameter (Hjnv) which exact
value is rarely known in real dispersion situations. Therefore the
semiinfinite dose model using ground surface concentrations calculated
by RIMPUFF is applicable from the distance where c z = Hinv.

Using the assumptions made above (i.e. Gy < 2000 m, oz < Hjnv) a
smaller range for the asymmetry factor can be estimated. In the present
dose model a range from 0.4 to 40 is applied for asymmetry factor. If the
actual value of a parameter is outside the range covered by calculations
either the semiinfinite model is used (in cases of ay > 2000 m, az > Hjnv,
Rxy > Rxy, max) or the actual value is set equal to the minimum or
maximum value of the range of interest.

A similar approach was applied for the build up factor for larger
distances then the validity ranges. Using the Capo-polynomials for Ey >
0.2 MeV and the Ris0 values for Ey = 0.2 MeV the validity range of
build up factors is determined as follows:

0 < | i r < 2 0 for Ey> 0.2 MeV

0 < u r < 7 for Ey = 0.2 MeV

Using the numeric integration method for large a-s and/or large
distances an elementary volume may be much further from the receptor
point than the build up polynomials could be applied. Therefore the
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calculation program uses the last acceptable value for B outside the
range of approximation.

To test the correctness of the used build up factors, the numerical
integral and semiinfinite model have been compared for the case of
uniformly distributed activity. It has been found that both methods gives
the same results with a systematic error less than 5%. As in this case the
calculated by numerical integral dose rate values reach their saturation
value inside validity range this control can serve ony for checking the
build up factors inside the validity range and not for extrapolated values.

8.3 Parameter Dependence of Dose Rate from Asymmetrical Puffs

If, as a first approximation, the energy dependence is neglected, the new
parameters compared to the case of spherical puffs are the horizontal
distance and the asymmetry factor. In fig. 4 the dose rate on the ground
surface just below the puff's centre is shown as a function of the
asymmetry factor. The volume of the puff determined by aeff = (ay

2

az)
l /3 is kept constant, just its shape is changing. For small puffs it was

shown that the shape of the puff actually does not affect the values of
dose rate if the puff's distance from the ground is large enough
compared to ceff. For large puffs (fig. 4) the situation is the opposite.
The farther the puff is from the ground the more significant dependence
of dose rates on the asymmetry factor can be realized. Fig 5 illustrates
the dose rate as a function of distance from the puff's centre in the x-y
plane. The second independent variable is the asymmetry factor. The
height of the puff from the ground is 10 m here. For large puffs as in fig.
5 in the further away from the release point the larger differences in
dose rates arise due to the puff's shape. In the case of small puffs an
opposite tendency was experienced. The asymmetry factor affects the
dose rate significantly only at small distances from the puff's centre (i.e.
up to several aeff).
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Figure 3: The ratio of dose rates calculated by the semiinfinite and
numerical integration methods as a function of ay for different values of
Gy/(JZ.
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Figure 4: Dose rate as a function of asymmetry factor for different puff
heights (oeff = 500 m, Ey = 0.5 MeV).
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Figure 5: Dose rate as a function of horizontal distance from the puffs
centre in the case of different asymmetry factors (aeff = 500 m, Ey = 0.5
MeV).

8.4 Application of a Simplified Calculation Procedure for Accidental Atmospheric
Releases from a Nuclear Reactor

Because of limitations on computer time for real-time calculations it is
important to have a fast procedure for calculation of gamma dose rates
from Gaussian puffs. As the computing time is proportional to the
number of gamma energy groups it is reasonable to decrease the number
of groups, provided the additional computation error does not increase
significantly. Therefore the use of a single energy group has been
investigated for estimating the total cloudshine dose due to a reactor
accident.

In order to select one energy group the mean photon energy of
radionuclides released to the atmosphere was calculated. A limited set
of the most important radionuclides was selected according to the
default data in COSTMA and RODOS programs. Shut down inventories
were taken from (COSMYA, 1990) and - in some cases - from (Kelly,
1982).

Values of "time before release", "duration of release" and the "fraction
of core inventory released to environment" were taken from (Kelly,
1982) for three accident release categories, namely UK1A, UK5A and
UK11. A constant rate of emission was assumed during the time of
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release. The original core inventory after shut-down was corrected for
decay and daughter element production.

The time dependence of the mean photon energy was calculated for
short-term and long-term releases. In the case of short-term releases
(UK1A, UK5A) the mean energy is between 0.7 - 0.8 MeV with slight
decrease in time, while for long-term releases (fig. 6) it decreases from
-0.8 to -0.2 MeV. For comparison, the mean energy calculated for a
long-term release of the Paks Nuclear Power Plant (Hungary) is also
shown.

The order of magnitude of the errors made in the dose calculations by
using a mean photon energy instead of the individual energies was also
investigated based on our preliminary database for spherical puffs.

Figure 7 shown that near the puff centre where the dose rates are high
there is good agreement between the results of the two calculation
methods. Here the use of the mean energy results in an overestimation
of 6-8% compared to the real dose rates. At larger distances from the
puff centre the use of the mean energy leads to underestimation of the
dose rates. Though this error may be an order of magnitude or even
more, note that the dose rates are very low in such distances relative to
the maximum value.

The agreement in centreline doses (instead of dose rates) calculated by
the mean and the individual photon energies is even better. The total
dose originating from a puff that passes over a receptor point leads to a
difference less than 6-7% between the doses calculated by the two
methods mentioned above. This does not apply to points far away from
the puff's centreline. In such cases the use of the mean energy leads to
underestimation of the relatively low doses.

As it was stated in the beginning of this paragraph the mean photon
energy of radionuclides released to the atmosphere is varying between
0.2 to 0.8 MeV with time including both short- and long-term releases.
As a last step for investigation of the applicability of simplified method
the energy dependence of dose calculations was examined. Instead of
time varying mean photon energy a nominal medium energy (0.5 MeV)
was taken. Dose rates were compared to those calculated by the lower
and upper limits of the actual mean photon energies, i.e. 0.2 and 0.8
MeV respectively (fig. 8). Near the puff's centre the use of nominal
energy leads to underestimation or overestimation of dose rates
compared to 0.2 and 0.8 MeV. The size of these differences does not
exceed ±5-15%. Further from the puff's centre, i.e. at relatively low
dose rates the sign of the differences is the opposite and they are one
order of magnitude. These calculation tests resulted in differences of ±4-
10% when applying them for doses instead of dose rates.

It can be concluded from these investigations that the use of the mean
photon energy (moreover the use of a nominal medium photon energy,
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i.e. 0.5 MeV for the examined types of accidental releases) is an
acceptable approximation for estimating the total cloudshine dose due to
a reactor accident. This simplified method is applicable with really good
results for places where the doses are high.

E [ MeV]

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Figure 6: Mean photon energy of radionuclides due to long-term
accidental releases.
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Figure 7: Dose rates calculated by the mean (dotted line) and the actual
photon energies.
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Figure 8: Energy dependence of dose rate (range of 0.2 - 0.8 MeV).
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8.5 Conclusions

The method described will significantly improve the procedure for
calculation of the gamma radiation doses from puffs. The tabulated dose
rate values can be used for fast real-time calculations in case of an
accident.

A simplified method has been given for early phase of atmospheric
releases in case of a reactor accident.
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